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Fleming’s Memorable Meals
Filet and Lobster Tail for Two Returns – $99
Guests Can Enjoy Special Pairing Through March 31
Newport Beach, California, March 2010 – Fleming’s pairing of Filet Mignon and
Australian Lobster Tail for Two returns for a limited time as part of its Memorable Meal series.
Now through March 31 guests can dine on two 6-ounce Filets, two Australian Lobster Tails, two
servings of Lobster Bisque, French Green Beans, and Warm Pear and Blueberry Tart for $99.
The meal can also be ordered individually for $49.50.
Created by Executive Chef Russell Skall, Fleming’s Memorable Meals bring back
favorite dining experiences – the ones that capture the place, the time, the flavors and the
people you share them with.
“Good memories come from pleasant surprises,” says Chef Skall, “which was my
inspiration for this season’s Memorable Meal. The sweet and light texture of the Australian
lobster is more delicate than the Maine variety found in most restaurants this time of year. I like
to pair it with a tender filet mignon to surprise my guests with a new variation on the traditional
surf and turf.”
Another unexpected pleasure is the price of this Memorable Meal. For most, a juicy filet
and luscious lobster tail is an iconic symbol of luxury. Fleming’s Filet Mignon and Lobster Tail
Dinner for Two is available for only $99*. It can also be ordered for one at $49.95. This
Memorable Meal is not on Fleming’s regular menu and available to Friends of Fleming’s who
either make a reservation online or mention the “Memorable Meal” when making a reservation
by phone.
*Does not include tax or gratuity. Memorable Meals are not on our regular menu and are available only from 2/16/10
through 3/31/10 at all Fleming’s restaurants.
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About Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar
The nationally acclaimed Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar offers the best in
steakhouse dining – Prime meats and chops, fresh fish and poultry, generous salads and side
orders—with a unique wine list known as the “Fleming’s 100” that features 100 wines served by
the glass. Fleming’s was launched in Newport Beach, California in 1998 by successful
restaurant industry veterans Paul Fleming and Bill Allen. Today there are 64 restaurants
nationwide. Fleming’s is the recipient of numerous prestigious awards, including Wine
Enthusiast’s annual Awards of Distinction and Wine Spectator’s annual Awards of Excellence.
For more information about Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar and the Fleming’s 100,
please visit www.FlemingsSteakhouse.com.
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